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Local Enterprise Partnership

A core part of the Northern Powerhouse, the South Yorkshire Mayoral Combined Authority (SYMCA)
is a key driver of economic growth within the North. The SYMCA comprises the Mayoral Combined
Authority (MCA), the Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) and the South Yorkshire Passenger Transport
Executive (SYPTE). The organisation works at a regional level to invest in delivering transport, housing,
business growth, skills and economic development related projects, as well as delivering the Mayor’s
agenda.

The South Yorkshire Local Enterprise Partnership
(LEP) was formed in 2010 as a partnership of
business and political leaders. It brings together
business leaders, the Mayor, local authority
leaders, the Trades Union Congress and individuals
from the private sector.

Through strong private-public partnership
the MCA speaks with a single loud voice to
Government and other key partners such as
Transport for the North, fellow MCAs and
other LEPs across the rest of the UK.

The aim is to make the region a better
place; providing access to quality homes,
infrastructure, jobs and education
opportunities.

The role of the LEP is to champion the private
sector in the across the region and support the
Mayoral Combined Authority in making decisions.
The LEP is responsible for producing the Strategic
Economic Plan (SEP); which outlines the vision,
aims and objectives for growing and transforming
our economy. The SEP also sets ambitious and
measurable targets that will determine how
successful the SYMCA has been.

The SYMCA is driving the right investment
decisions to meet the region’s economic,
infrastructure and transport needs; developing
more ambitious proposals to connect the
great places within the region, across the
North and nationally, and working with
our communities, partners and businesses
to grow an inclusive economy.

Geography

Mayoral Combined Authority

This document and the statistics and targets
therein are focussed on South Yorkshire.

The South Yorkshire Mayoral Combined Authority
is a formal membership of councils. Formed in
2014, the constituent members of the Mayoral
Combined Authority are Sheffield, Rotherham,
Barnsley and Doncaster councils. The councils of
Bassetlaw, Chesterfield, North East Derbyshire,
Derbyshire Dales and Bolsover are ‘nonconstituent’ members. The MCA shapes policy
and leads on decision-making. The MCA has
funded regeneration projects across the region
and has enabled crucial infrastructure projects
such as road improvements and flood defences.
Our Economy
The economy in South Yorkshire is not dominated
by a single sector or type of industry. Instead
there is a diverse base which focuses on advanced
manufacturing and high-performance materials
alongside transport, logistics and business
services; all benefitting from close links to two
world-class Universities and a proactive public

sector. Yet, within South Yorkshire the productivity
levels and wages are low, employment rates and
entrepreneurship are below the national average,
and growth is slow1.
The refreshed Strategic Economic Plan (SEP)
focusses on ways to improve this picture
including taking advantage of those sectors
which offer increased growth and productivity.
Productivity has several drivers including quality
of infrastructure, business growth and innovation
expenditure. Furthermore, too many of our
citizens are distant from the labour market, not
in employment or training, are experiencing poor
physical or mental health, and have low or no skills
to help them get better jobs.
Addressing productivity and raising the quality
of local jobs, therefore, will require intelligent
investments in high-quality and innovative sectors
like the low carbon energy sector, which is highly
productive, builds on our advanced manufacturing
skills and heritage, and can contribute to South
Yorkshire’s productivity challenge.
The low carbon economy is projected to grow
11% per year until 2030; four times faster than
the growth of the UK economy as whole2. The
UK’s low carbon and renewable energy (LCRE)
economy grew by over 6.8% to £44.5 billion in
2017 of which 28% was in the manufacturing
sector3. Of the 209,500 jobs in the LCRE sector,
29% were in the manufacturing sector and 9%
in the professional and scientific sector. Once the
indirect activity is also accounted for, the total
turnover from the LCRE economy was £79.6
billion in 2017.
South Yorkshire is well placed to capture a
significant slice of this projected growth. In so
doing, we can show regional leadership in the
delivery of the ‘next generation’ low carbon
technology and be a national or global pace setter.
If we can achieve this, we will help resolve the
challenges created in a low wage economy.

Figure 1 – From April 2020 the South Yorkshire LEP geography will be the four South Yorkshire local authorities
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Foreword from the
LEP Chair and Mayor
South Yorkshire is built on a strong heritage of excellence in innovation. Our passion for
revolution and commitment to excellence began during the Industrial Revolution, when
our rail, coal and steel industries were renowned across the world.
Now we are fuelling the future, at the forefront of the North’s Clean Energy Revolution.
South Yorkshire is already home to England’s most northern hydrogen refuelling station
and the world’s largest electrolyser factory by ITM Power opening near Meadowhall.
But there’s more to be done.
We have two excellent universities and a track record of creating successful partnerships
between academia and business to make our region more prosperous. We’re building a
region where public investment unlocks social good, alongside productivity gains.
The world is in the midst of a climate emergency, but
we have the opportunity to take climate action in our
region. We can position ourselves at the forefront
of clean energy innovation - capitalising on the
opportunities brought about in the transport, housing
and industrial sectors in our region.

In South Yorkshire we put people and our environment at the heart of everything we do.
For centuries we have found solutions to challenges in manufacturing, engineering and
technology, earning ourselves a reputation as innovators, pioneers and problem solvers.
Now, we face our biggest challenge to date. The world is in the midst of a Climate
Emergency. We must act now to find solutions to a global climate crisis.
By working together we are far more than the sum of our parts and I am committed to
bringing together academia, businesses and our communities to achieve net zero carbon
emissions in our region by 2040, a full ten years ahead of the government’s target.
As our region flourishes and prospers, we must continue to protect our planet and the
most vulnerable people in society.
Building homes which are insulated and fuelled by
sustainable energy, will help eradicate fuel poverty and
prevent needless winter deaths. Removing cars from our
roads will protect our children’s lungs from air pollution,
and growing the Northern Forest will reduce the
devastating impact of climate change.
This strategy explores how innovation made here in
South Yorkshire will heat our future homes, fuel our
future transport networks and help make the lives we live
sustainable.

This strategy highlights the potential the energy
sector has in our region, we must now work together
to reap the rewards and lead our region into a cleaner,
greener new era.

We must now work together to unlock our region’s energy
potential and build a more sustainable future for us all.

Dan Jarvis MP, Mayor of
South Yorkshire

James Muir, Chair of the South Yorkshire
Local Enterprise Partnership Board
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Executive Summary

Vision
For South Yorkshire to have:
A clean, efficient and resilient energy system, which supports a healthier environment for people
to live, work and visit, and which drives our transition to a low carbon economy.

This South Yorkshire Energy Strategy sets
out the vision, goals, policies and targets in
support of the refreshed Strategic Economic
Plan (SEP) and has been developed in
collaboration with the Department for
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy
(BEIS), local authority partners, and
stakeholders from academia, business,
industry, charity, community groups and
members of the public.
It provides a strategic framework to give
confidence to businesses looking to invest
in low carbon energy generation, energy
infrastructure, and energy efficiency within
South Yorkshire. Over the past 15 years our
energy usage and carbon emissions have
decreased steadily whilst our economy has
grown. This shows that there is no longer
a direct link between economic prosperity
and energy consumption (Figure 2) – indeed,
quite the opposite. The UK’s low carbon
economy is projected to grow 11% per year
until 2030; four times faster than the growth
of the UK economy as whole4 meaning that
there are opportunities for our businesses
and industry to take advantage of this
market. Doing so will help create jobs, secure
new investment, and grow our economy.
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This South Yorkshire Energy Strategy also
seeks to address aspects of social deprivation
and health and well-being, and – perhaps
most importantly – help to tackle the
humanmade causes of climate change.
The South Yorkshire Energy Strategy
therefore forms an integral part of the
Mayor’s Climate Emergency Response
Framework which recognises that a broader
set of changes are required across a range
of issues if South Yorkshire is to achieve
net zero. The SYMCA has begun to work
alongside the University of Sheffield
through the newly established SYMCA:NZ
Partnership. This innovative agreement will
bring together a virtual team from within
the MCA Executive, local authority partners
and leading academics to develop new and
deliverable solutions to help us achieve our
net zero target.
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Trends of Economic Growth and Energy Consumption in South Yorkshire (2005-2017)

37,415
Energy Consumption
[GWh]

28,658

£25,937
£23,289

GVA

Energy Resilience & Clean Energy Transition
South Yorkshire generates far less electricity than it consumes and has an over reliance on the
‘import’ of energy as a whole. All the ‘traditional’ fossil fuel electricity generation has been
decommissioned in South Yorkshire leaving only low carbon generators. However, 83.5% of
South Yorkshire’s electricity is generated elsewhere and assuming that nationally 50% of this
is low carbon, means that over 40% of the electricity consumed is still being generated using
fossil fuels.
Although, the direction of travel is the move from fossil fuels such as coal and gas to
renewables, as illustrated in the diagram below, fossil fuels will continue to play an important
role in energy generation in the short-medium term through the transitional period, as other
forms of renewable energy generators are developed and brought on stream. Similarly, it will
be important that business competitiveness is not unduly impeded through this transitional
period.

Our Vision will be achieved by meeting the following Goals:

1.

Drive clean growth and decarbonisation in our local businesses and
industry whilst maintaining their competitiveness.

2.

Promote investment and innovation in low carbon energy generation,
distribution and storage technologies.

3.

Improve the energy efficiency and sustainability of our built
environment, and encourage communities to be part of the transition.

4.

Accelerate the transition to ultra-low emission vehicles (ULEVs) and
transport systems through modal shift and supporting infrastructure.

In addition to these Goals, the public sector has a responsibility to lead by example.
As such, a South Yorkshire Climate Action Plan will be developed to put SYMCA as an
organisation on a path towards net-zero carbon as part of a wider South Yorkshire Sustainability
Plan setting out how public and private sector bodies, and individuals can contribute.

Coal

Fossil Gas

Renewables

Figure 3 – The transition of electricity generation in the UK. The low carbon proportion of electricity
generation increased to a record 50.1% in 2017 in contrast to coal whose share decreased to 6.7%5.

South Yorkshire is in a strong position to develop and implement solutions that will place
clean growth and energy efficiency at the heart of our economy, including the high-value
manufacturing industry. There is an opportunity to build on local supply chains and strengths
in logistics to become forerunners in this quickly accelerating market.
The energy intensive sectors within South Yorkshire present a significant opportunity for
transformational energy projects and innovative technologies, which will deliver increased
productivity and significant cost savings that benefit the bottom-line of businesses. An
example of this is the Government’s Clean Steel Fund which will consider how hydrogen can
be used to decarbonise the steel industry and reduce the reliance on imported fossil gas.

To succeed, there are many challenges across South Yorkshire that need to be addressed
including energy resilience and the current reliance on fossil fuels.
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Promote Industrial
Decarbonisation

Support businesses to
become more efficient
and prosper from the high
growth of the low carbon
energy sector.

Providing people with
opportunity to gain the
skills to design, install
and maintain our future
energy systems.

Support industry to both
remain competitive and
decarbonise. Link to cluster
schemes e.g. Zero
Carbon Humber.

Utilise Current Infrastructure

Enhance Energy Resilience

Make better use of our
infrastructure for energy
efficiency, low carbon
energy generation, or
sustainability.

Enable the innovation
and addition of further
generation capacity, storage
and balancing technology.
Futureproofing with smart

Drive Investment in
Heat Decarbonisation

technology.

Supporting the move
to 4/5G heat networks,
hydrogen for heat,
and electrification
of heat.

Improve the Energy Efficiency
of Existing Dwellings

Increase the Standard
of New Build Dwellings

Enable Community
Energy Schemes

Improve the energy efficiency
of the current housing stock
to reduce costs and support
our most vulnerable
residents.

Move towards all new-build
dwellings having high
levels of energy efficiency with
EV charging points and
smart technology.

Work closely with
community groups
to develop and support
community schemes across
South Yorkshire.

Inspire Modal Shift
Towards Active Travel

Deliver a Clean
Transport Network

Accelerate the
Uptake of ULEVs

Promote and incentivise
Active Travel where possible.
Providing the infrastructure to
allow the shift to happen.

Work with partners to ensure
South Yorkshire moves to
a zero-carbon transport
network.

Accelerate the transition
to ultra-low emission
vehicles and the roll-out
of the required refuelling
infrastructure.

GOAL 2 – Infrastructure

Train and Upskill
the Energy Workforce

GOAL 3 – Built Environment

Encourage Clean &
Efficient Business Growth

GOAL 1 – Business & Skills

Net-zero CO2 emissions by 2040

GOAL 4 – Transport

GOAL 4 – Transport

GOAL 3 – Built Environment

GOAL 2 – Infrastructure

GOAL 1 – Business & Skills

Overview of Policies

• 90% of commercial lighting
are LEDs by 2040.

• Provide 2,000 people
with training for the low
carbon and renewable
energy sector.

• Establish 5 low
carbon clusters in
South Yorkshire
by 2040.

• At least 5 minewater
energy schemes operational
by 2040.

• Increase solar PV capacity
to 3.5GW by 2040.

• Complete low carbon
heating penetration
(or hydrogen-ready)
by 2040.

• 65,000 cavity walls
insulated by 2040.

• No fossil fuel heating
in new homes from 2025.

• 119,000 solid walls
insulated by 2040.

• All new homes to be built
close to Passivhaus
standard from 2030.

• 1,500 jobs created in the
low carbon and renewable
energy sector by 2040.

• 10% reduction in car miles
by 2030, rising to a 25%
reduction in 2040.

• Increase onshore wind
capacity to 1.55GW
by 2040.

• Fully zero-emission
public transport network
by 2035.

• Double the number
of community energy
organisations in South
Yorkshire by 2040.
• 100kW per year of
community energy
by 2030.

• Fully zero-emission
private hire fleet
by 2035.

[Note: These targets are indicative of the effort required in each area to get to net-zero carbon by 2040. Reaching these
targets will require a significant investment across the economy – particularly by central government, but also non-public
investment. These cannot be met with the current level of funding, power and resource available to the SY LEP and MCA.]
12 / South Yorkshire Mayoral Combined Authority
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Introduction

International context
In 2013, the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere breached the 400 parts per million (ppm) barrier
for the first time in human history6. In response to this, the international community have signed several
treaties aiming to limit the emission of greenhouse gases.
The most notable of which being the ‘Paris Agreement’. The Paris Agreement came into force
in November 2016 and pledged to act to limit the average global temperature rise to 2oC with
an aim to remain below 1.5oC warming. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
published a Special Report on Global Warming in October 2018, which reported that
‘Human activities are estimated to have caused approximately 1.0°C of global warming above preindustrial levels, with a likely range of 0.8°C to 1.2°C. Global warming is likely to reach 1.5°C between
2030 and 2052 if it continues to increase at the current rate’7. Some of the impacts
of this temperature increase will be long-lasting or irreversible.

National Context
The UK’s Industrial Strategy8 sets out the
Government’s plan to create an economy that
boosts productivity and earning power throughout
the UK. The Industrial Strategy recognises that
LEPs will play an important part in supporting
local growth, and emphasises the importance of
collaboration between LEPs, alongside the need
for policy flexibility at the regional level. In terms
of funding, Government recognises that LEPs
require financial support to be effective. Additional
financial resources will be made available to LEPs
that demonstrate ambitious levels of reform. The
Industrial Strategy sets four Grand Challenges
including one in ‘Clean Growth’ which led to
the publication of the Clean Growth Strategy
(CGS)9. The CGS provides an ambitious blueprint
for Britain’s low carbon future, outlining how
investment in green energy goes together with
economic growth. Core to the CGS are:

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Accelerating Clean Growth: developing world
leading ‘Green Finance’ capabilities.
Improving our Homes; upgrading energy
efficiency; strengthening building standards;
rolling out heat networks; phasing out of high
carbon heating.
Accelerating the Shift to Low Carbon Transport:
supporting the uptake of ULEVs; developing an
EV charging network; shifting freight from road
to rail; and battery technology.
Delivering Clean, Smart, Flexible Power:
phasing-out of coal, developing new ways of
grid balancing through storage and demand
response.
Improving Business and Industry Efficiency:
improving energy productivity and commercial
building standards; delivering industrial energy
efficiency; investing in industrial innovation.
Enhancing the Benefits and Value of
Our Natural Resources: a new network of
forests; zero avoidable waste by 2050.
Leading in the Public Sector: setting a voluntary
public sector carbon reduction target; funding
energy efficiency improvements in England.
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Purpose and Scope of the South Yorkshire Energy
Strategy
In May 2019, the Committee on Climate Change recommended that the “The UK
should legislate as soon as possible to reach net-zero greenhouse gas emissions
by 2050.”10 This recommendation was accepted by the UK Government and, in
June 2019, the UK became the first major economy to legislate for net-zero11.
In November 2020, the UK will host COP2612 – the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change meeting of governments which will be working
to develop the international response to the climate emergency.

What is Net-Zero?
“‘Net-zero’ emissions means that the total of active
removals from the atmosphere offsets any remaining emissions from the rest of the economy.”
i.e. all efforts are made to reduce emissions to zero,
but all residual emissions are offset by removing emissions from the atmosphere.

The Department for Business, Energy, and
Industrial Strategy (BEIS) is delivering a Local
Energy Programme, which intends to enhance
the levels of support that LEPs will receive when
delivering low carbon projects. The first phase
of this programme provided funding to all LEPs
in England to support them in developing a bold,
coherent and well-evidenced Energy Strategy,
with an emphasis on identifying investable
projects which enhance decarbonisation
opportunities across their regions.
This South Yorkshire Energy Strategy will set
the framework for South Yorkshire’s transition
to a ‘net-zero carbon’ economy whilst taking
advantage of the significant economic
opportunities that it will unlock. In order to
maximise the local economic benefit associated
with the transition, areas of competitive advantage
have been identified that can be utilised,
including those brought by existing businesses,
educational institutions, communities, and existing
infrastructure. South Yorkshire has a unique
opportunity to stimulate innovative investment
opportunities in the low carbon energy sector
to develop and decarbonise the South Yorkshire
economy.
The South Yorkshire Independent Economic
Review13 noted that South Yorkshire’s
“technology, manufacturing and engineering
offer is as good as anywhere in Western Europe
with a world-leading cluster of research institutes
and innovative businesses centred around the
Advanced Manufacturing Park” which is a “wellknown and high profile asset and the forecasts for
growth in the advanced engineering, energy and
nuclear sectors suggest that significant growth
could be achieved, both by attracting in new
companies and through associated local supply
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chains”. While the Science and Innovation Audit
carried out by BEIS14 also identified energy
as a key sector that provides the potential for
economic growth based on its science base.
This South Yorkshire Energy Strategy therefore
highlights the areas where South Yorkshire can
have the greatest impact in terms of leading
the rapid decarbonisation required in South
Yorkshire, and those areas where partners will be
required to take the lead with the MCA’s support.
It is important that this South Yorkshire Energy
Strategy is not seen as an end-point – it is much
more a starting-point to meet the decarbonisation
and economic aspirations of South Yorkshire,
whilst maintaining energy resilience and not
unduly impacting on the competitiveness of local
businesses.
This will require close collaboration with our local,
regional and national partners in a co-ordinated
way to seek opportunities and to jointly invest in
our low carbon future.
Local Context
In November 2019, the South Yorkshire Mayoral
Combined Authority declared that we were in a
‘Climate and Environmental Emergency’15. This
followed declarations by Barnsley Metropolitan
Borough Council, Doncaster Metropolitan Borough
Council, Rotherham Metropolitan Borough Council
and Sheffield City Council earlier in 2019.
This South Yorkshire Energy Strategy is part of a
suite of documents that have been prepared as
part of the Mayor’s Climate Emergency Response.
Together these documents – and potential future
implementation plans – will provide the solution
to addressing the climate emergency in South
Yorkshire.
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Vision and Goals
Vision
For South Yorkshire to have:
A clean, efficient and resilient energy system, which supports a healthier environment for people
to live, work and visit, and which drives our transition to a low carbon economy.

Goals
Four high-level Goals have been established to support the Vision. Within each of these
Goals, three Policies have been developed to highlight specific areas of action.

1.

Drive clean growth and decarbonisation in our local businesses and
industry whilst maintaining their competitiveness.

2.

Promote investment and innovation in low carbon energy generation,
distribution and storage technologies.

3.

Improve the energy efficiency and sustainability of our built
environment, and encourage communities to be part of the transition.

4.

Accelerate the transition to ultra-low emission vehicles (ULEVs) and
transport systems through modal shift and supporting infrastructure.

The evidence supporting the Vision and these
Goals is given in the following Sections.
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Evidence - Energy

Energy Consumption
In 2017, South Yorkshire consumed a total of 28.7 TWh of energy. This represents a 23.4%
decrease on 2005 levels (Figure 4)16. The reduction in energy use has been seen across
transport, domestic, and industry and commercial; but the reduction has not been evenly
distributed across the economy with industry reducing its consumption by over one-third17 and
transport reducing
its consumption by only 5% owing mainly to increasing passenger-km travelled18.
Much like the rest of England, South Yorkshire’s energy use is evenly split between transport
(32%), domestic (34%), and industry and commercial (34%)19. However, there is a fairly large
difference between the four Local Authority areas with the energy use in transport varying
between 23% and 42% depending on the LA (Figure 5).

Total Energy Consumption in South Yorkshire (2005-2017)
40,000
35,000

GWh per annum

30,000
25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
0

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
Industry & Commercial

Domesti c

Transport

Figure 4 – Total Energy Consumption for South Yorkshire between 2005 and 2017
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Total Energy Consumption in South Yorkshire (2017)

Most of the energy that is consumed in
South Yorkshire is produced from fossil
fuels. Petrol and diesel still dominate in the
transport sector, with fossil gas dominating
in the domestic, industry and commercial
sectors. Overall, fossil fuels still account for
89% of South Yorkshire’s energy supply with
renewables, bioenergy and waste accounting
for a small but growing proportion (11%).
Fossil fuels therefore will be a required – but
reducing – part of the energy landscape in the
short-to-medium term.
Smart technologies are increasingly important
in alleviating strain on the electricity network
and meeting the demands of new patterns
and types of energy consumption. They do
this through increasing flexibility by shifting
some of the demand to off-peak times,
matching demand with generation, and
digitising energy.
This will reduce the extent to which large scale
replacement and upgrading works will need
to be carried out on the electricity network,
thus keeping costs down for consumers.
Demand-side response (DSR) is a proven way
in which to reduce the effect of electricity
consumption on the network by shifting usage
from periods of high consumption (peaks) to
periods of low consumption (troughs).
Typically, the consumer receives a financial
incentive to reduce usage on nonessential
items when there is high demand or reduced

Barnsley

Doncaster

Rotherham

supply, or a financial incentive can even be
given to use power when there is an excess
of supply e.g. a windy day. This provides
the suppliers with a more stable load, and
consumers with the opportunity to reduce
their bills. Currently, DSR is underutilised
within South Yorkshire but is becoming
increasingly more accessible.
Electricity Generation
South Yorkshire’s electricity generation is
very low, owing to having limited generation
capacity (Figure 6). In 2017, South Yorkshire
consumed 5,399 GWh21 of electricity but
only generated 16.5% (892 GWh22) through
renewable generation (Figure 7). This shows
that we will likely rely on power from outside
of South Yorkshire for the foreseeable future
due to the increased consumption associated
with the move towards electric vehicles and
electrification of heat.
Much of the renewable generation in
South Yorkshire comes from the Blackburn
Meadows Power Station23: a 29MWe and
25MWth capacity biomass-CHP power
station operated by E.On, whose district heat
network supplies Sheffield Arena, Sheffield
Forgemasters, and IKEA. The opening of
Templeborough Biomass Power Plant in 2019
which has a capacity of 41MWe (enough to
supply electricity to over 78,000 dwellings24)
further increases South Yorkshire’s biomass
generation.

Sheffield

Figure 5 – Total energy consumption for each Local Authority in South Yorkshire in 201720
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Renewable Electricity Generation in South Yorkshire [MWh]
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Onshore wind contributes over 250 GWh
of electricity to South Yorkshire; the largest
proportion of which comes from Doncaster
which has seven onshore windfarms including:
an 8.2MW farm at Marr, an 8.2MW farm
at Hampole, and a 44MW farm at Tween
Bridge Moor27 – the largest in South Yorkshire.
Rotherham has a 20.4MW onshore wind farm
at Penny Hill28.
Whilst solar PV has a lot of capacity within
South Yorkshire, its capacity factor is low
meaning that the amount generated is
relatively low. Yet, one of the region’s solar PV
successes is Energise Barnsley which was set
up to deliver community-owned renewable
energy, energy efficiency and energy supply
projects.

Figure 6 - Renewable electricity generation in South Yorkshire [MW]
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As of October 2019, Energise Barnsley
had 321 domestic installations of solar PV
(alongside energy efficiency and battery
storage) saving residents an estimated
£150,00030. Residents of Barnsley were able
to invest from £100 with an expected rate of
return of 5%.
A further source of low carbon electricity
is the contribution of EfW (energy from
waste). In Sheffield, the Veolia EfW plant has
an electrical generation capacity of 21MWe
which feeds into the national distribution
network and, via private wire, recharges the
batteries on their two electric refuse collection
vehicles31. In addition to this, there is a 3MWe
EfW plant in Doncaster, and a planned
0MWe EfW site at Haughton Main in Barnsley.
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Figure 7 – Renewable electricity capacity in South Yorkshire [MWh]26

Figure 8 – Location of wind farms in Doncaster Borough (adapted from the Doncaster Local Plan)29
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Electricity Storage

Heat Generation

There is not a significant amount of existing electrical storage capacity in South Yorkshire at the
moment, however this is seen as a growth area for the region. Currently, there is over 90MW of
electrical battery capacity with planning permission granted in South Yorkshire for an additional
60MW already operational (Table 1).

Heat is generated for a variety of reasons
and across different sectors. Within the
domestic sector, heat energy is used for hot
water supply and space heating, and within
industry and commerce for process heating
and drying processes, amongst many other
applications. Heat is also a common waste
product across many industries. The easiest
and thus most common way to produce
heat is through burning combustible matter,
typically fossil fuels, which is highly carbon
intensive. Technologies have been developed
to decarbonise heating, although these are
often not as well known or understood by the
public or businesses, meaning the uptake of
technologies such as heat pumps has been
low.

Location

Battery Capacity

Development Status

Nether Moor Field

49.9 MW

Awaiting Construction

Tofts Lane

40.0 MW

Operational

Aven Industrial Estate

20.0 MW

Awaiting Construction

Petre Street

20.0 MW

Operational

Long Lands Lane

12.0 MW

Awaiting Construction

Blackburn Meadows

10.0 MW

Awaiting Construction

Thrybergh Hydro Scheme

300 kW

Awaiting Construction

Table 1 – Location and capacity of electricity storage systems in South Yorkshire32

Although electrical storage deployment
has been slow in South Yorkshire, all of the
elements required for sector growth are in
place. CREESA (Centre for Research into
Electrical Energy Storage & Applications) –
part of the University of Sheffield’s Energy
Institute – are leaders in research and
development of electrical storage systems.
South Yorkshire is also the location of several
battery technology companies and in July
2019, the SYMCA provided a Business
Investment Fund grant to Ricardo to set up a
battery manufacturing and assembly plant in
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Rotherham for McLaren33. Battery re-use and
recycling has become increasingly important
due to the increased use of the technology in
smart phones, EVs, and large-scale electrical
storage.
CREESA have demonstrated the potential
of EV battery ‘second life’ as support to
the electrical distribution network34. On a
commercial level, RS Bruce in Rotherham
are aiming to establish the UK’s first lithium
battery recycling centre in 202035.

The Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) is
a scheme that has been developed to
encourage domestic and commercial users to
generate heat from renewable sources, these
may include: solar thermal systems, heat
pumps (air source, ground source or water
source), and biomass/biogas boilers. Users of
the scheme benefit from payments for every
unit of heat energy they generate and use
themselves.
Data from the RHI36 shows that 5.9GW of
renewable heating capacity had been installed
across Great Britain using the scheme by

November 2019. Only 1.5% of the 5.0GW
of renewable heating capacity on the nondomestic scheme was deployed in South
Yorkshire.
The Veolia managed Sheffield District Energy
Network is the most successful District Heat
Network in the UK since its opening in 1988.
The District Energy Network now provides
more than 140 buildings with low carbon
energy from un-recyclable waste that would
otherwise be sent to landfill. Pipework
currently extends 45km under Sheffield
saving over 20,000 tonnes of carbon
emissions and providing heat to Universities,
hospitals, public and private businesses, and
dwellings37.
The idea of using hydrogen gas to replace
fossil gas for domestic heating has gained
traction in recent years. The UK government
and the wider industry have several largescale innovation projects investigating the
potential including H2138, and Hy4Heat39.
Hydrogen used to make up 50-60% of
the UK’s ‘town’ gas supply in the mid-20th
century, but now only 0.1% of hydrogen is
allowed within the gas network40. Research41
is currently ongoing at Keele University to
understand the impact of increasing the
percentage of hydrogen in the gas network to
20%.
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Community Energy
Heat Storage
There is little or no heat storage currently
within South Yorkshire, but new opportunities
exist, but will require demonstration projects
to prove technical and commercial viability
for ‘scaling up’ schemes, if they are to play a
significant role in the future energy mix.
One such opportunity is to build on South
Yorkshire’s mining heritage, and explore the
use of geothermal energy from abandoned
mines. This could be a key form of low carbon
energy production in the future – particularly
in areas where a decarbonised ‘gas’ network is
not present.

These legacy subterranean structures can
also be used to store thermal energy (from
waste heat or purposefully generated solar
heat) generated during summer months
for use during the winter – ‘inter-seasonal
storage’ (Figure 9). It is essential that these
assets are exploited if commercially viable
opportunities can be demonstrated, such
that South Yorkshire becomes a front runner
in developing former coalmines for use in
energy schemes and thereafter benefitting
from a variety of first-mover advantages in
the market.

Community energy projects are a perfect way to
accelerate the deployment of distributed energy,
putting individuals at the heart of energy systems.
These schemes can deliver an array of benefits
resulting in improved resilience, education, and
empowerment for local communities. A great
example of this in action is Energise Barnsley, the
largest local authority and community energy
solar PV and battery storage project in the UK.
But overall, South Yorkshire has a relatively low
number of community energy projects per
resident compared to the South West or London
(Figure 10). Barriers to deployment include:
changes in national policy e.g. feed in tariffs,
capacity of volunteers and staff, economies of
scale, connections to investors, access to

sites, high risk-aversion, and costs associated
with connecting to the electricity distribution
network43.
By working with local authorities, he wider public
and the voluntary sector, the development
of more community energy schemes will be
encouraged. Community Energy England – whose
headquarters are in Sheffield – will be a key
partner in this area and helping to achieve some of
the recommendations in the ‘Catalysing PeoplePowered Energy in Yorkshire and the Humber’
report by the Centre for Regional Economic and
Social Research at Sheffield Hallam University. It is
also important that local communities can invest
in the energy infrastructure of South Yorkshire.

>5000 kW

>5000 kW

2500 kW
250 kW
<100 kW

2,500 kW

250 kW

<100 kW

Wind
Solar PV
Hydro

Figure 9 – The distribution of the 400+ mines throughout South Yorkshire42
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Figure 10 – Total electricity generation capacity from community energy schemes44
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Existing Housing Stock
Our population is forecast to grow by 9.3%
between 2016 and 204145. At the same time,
predicted trends suggest that the average
household size will reduce because of the
increase in single person households. These
trends put more pressure on our existing
housing stock, and we need more new houses
to support economic and population growth
as well as to meet the demands of an ageing
population.
Overall, South Yorkshire includes a significant
proportion of older homes which are difficult
to heat, and some, particularly in the private
rented sector, are poorly maintained. In
contrast, most of the social housing and
housing association stock is largely in a good

condition due to significant public investment.
However, these need ongoing maintenance
and further investment can help to reduce the
costs of heating for residents meaning they
have more disposable income. An Energy
Performance Certificate (EPC) is an indicator
of the energy efficiency of a dwelling46. Across
England in 2017, the average EPC rating was
a ‘D’ with a score of 62 points47 (Figure 11).
The typical energy bill of a dwelling with a ‘C’
rating is around £270 lower than a ‘D’ rated
dwelling, and £650 lower than an ‘E’ rated
dwelling48. Using these figures, if all dwellings
in South Yorkshire were brought up to a C
rating, this would save residents over £250m
per year49.
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Figure 11 – Frequency of EPC score in South Yorkshire (2005-2016)50 with 1 on the left to 100 on the right (average rating in England shown in grey).

The climate-controlled Sheffield Winter Gardens - the largest urban glasshouse anywhere
in Europe - has its heat provided by the Sheffield District Heat Network.
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Median Domestic Gas Use per LSOA in South Yorkshire (2017)
The median domestic gas consumption in
England is 12,300 kWh per year53 equating to
around £51554. Some LSOAs (lower super output
areas) in South Yorkshire are using far beyond this
(Figure 13) but the reasons are not fully known – it
could be that homes are poorly insulated; homes
are much larger than average; there is an above
average occupancy rate leading to higher cooking
and hot water requirements; or a combination of
these.

30,000
25,000
KWh per annum

Figure 11 shows that South Yorkshire has a typical
energy efficiency trend, but more will need to
be done to reduce the amount that residents
are spending on their energy bills. Figure 12
shows that South Yorkshire has a far lower
median electricity consumption compared to
England as a whole. This could be the result of
better behaviours such as not leaving electrical
equipment on when not in use, or technological
improvements such as LED lighting. Nevertheless,
this still results in an electricity bill of over £450
per year51 per household (a total of £267m across
South Yorkshire) £45 lower than the national
average.

20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
0
Figure 13 – Ranked median domestic gas use in each LSOA in South Yorkshire (2017)55

Median Domestic Electricity Consumption (2012-2017)
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Installation of insulation or a new boiler is
proven to reduce the gas bills of a dwelling
(Table 2), in addition to increasing the
perceived comfort level. These measures do
typically come with a significant price tag
which often puts them out of reach for those
on the lowest incomes.

Energy
Efficiency
Measure

Median
Savings56

Installation
Cost57

Condensing
Boiler

6%

£1,600 – £4,000

Cavity Wall
Insulation

7%

£480 – £660

Loft
Insulation

4%

£185 – £670

Solid Wall
Insulation

13%

£6,800 – £15,000

2017

Table 2 – Median gas savings in 2017 for measures installed the
previous year and the range of installation costs

Figure 12 – Median domestic electricity consumption in South Yorkshire compared to England and GB52
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Fuel Poverty & Excess Winter Deaths

The ONS estimate that there will be 79,000 net
additions to the housing stock in South Yorkshire
between 2017 and 2041. This is slightly lower
than the combined 4,000-5,000 per year being
planned in Local Plans for the four South Yorkshire
Boroughs. It is important to build quality new
homes which meet the expectations of reduced
running costs of the occupants and take account
of the movement away from fossil fuels for
heating61.

A household is considered to be in fuel poverty where63:

Several new housing schemes are being piloted
in South Yorkshire to test new housing product
innovations such as Passivhaus, modular build,
and other higher energy efficient building
standards, that lower the energy use of new
homes and ensure they are fit for the future.
This includes the Citu development at Little
Kelham62 in Sheffield, supported by the MCA
Housing Fund. The challenge is to learn from
these pilots to enable the roll-out of these
innovations at greater scale, which would present
additional opportunities for up-skilling, local job
creation, and local supply chains. In a similar
way, community heating networks can also be
developed on new housing areas or introduced to
existing residential neighbourhoods.
For example, Sheffield City Council operates 135
community energy networks covering almost
6,000 council homes. They can enable residents
to manage their energy use and costs much more
effectively with high tech controls and smart
meters as well as low carbon heating systems.
New homes in South Yorkshire are increasingly
required to be more climate resilient to reduce
the impact of climate intensified flooding which
will require additional green infrastructure and
sustainable urban drainage systems (SUDS) to be
installed.
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•

they have required fuel costs that are above average

•

were they to spend that amount, they would be left with a residual income below the official
poverty line

The three main contributors to a household being in fuel poverty are: household income;
household energy requirements; and fuel prices.
In 2017, the percentage of households in fuel poverty in South Yorkshire was 10.6%64. Indeed,
all four of the South Yorkshire local authorities had fuel poverty levels slightly below the England
average of 10.9% (Table 3), however there is significant variation depending upon the IMD
(index of multiple deprivation) decile (Figure 14)

Households in Fuel Poverty per IMD Decile
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Currently, the number of dwellings that have
installed a low carbon heating system under
the Government’s Renewable Heat Incentive
is low across South Yorkshire with under 1,400
applications between April 2014 and October
201959.

New Housing Stock

Number of Households

Whilst gas heating is still the most prominent
within South Yorkshire, there are a proportion of
dwellings who use alternate heating including:
electricity, solid fuels, heating oil, and LPG.
Approximately 1-in-40 dwellings is not connected
to the gas network in South Yorkshire58 which
poses both challenges and opportunities.
Assuming that any future hydrogen/biogas network will not expand significantly to
accommodate these dwellings; this leaves the
options of electrification of heat (e.g. air/ground
source heat pumps) or mini heat networks
connected to a local heat supply (e.g. minewater
or waste heat).

2%
0%

Figure 14 – Number (bars) & percentage (dots) of households in fuel poverty by IMD decile65 .
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Local
Authority

Fuel
Poverty66

Average Gross
Disposable Household
Income (2016)67

Barnsley

10.7%

£15,552

Doncaster

10.8%

£15,595

Rotherham

10.1%

£15,465

Sheffield

10.7%

£15,057

Table 3 – Comparison of fuel poverty rate and disposable income per head in
each of South Yorkshire’s local authority areas

Fitting existing homes with energy efficiency
measures is proven to be the most effective way
to tackle fuel poverty and raise living standards,
by reducing energy use and helping keep energy
prices affordable, especially when combined with
households transitioning to more affordable low
carbon heating. Together these actions will help
not only reduce the number of people living in
fuel poverty, but they will improve health and
well-being which ultimately will reduce the excess
winter deaths.
A wide range of people are vulnerable to the cold,
often due to a medical condition,
a disability or other personal circumstances,
such as a low income. In 2017/18 there were
approximately 1,290 excess winter deaths in South
Yorkshire – the highest figure for
20 years (Figure 15).

South Yorkshire Excess Winter Deaths
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Figure 15 – Excess winter deaths in South Yorkshire by Local Authority area68
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Evidence - Transport

This South Yorkshire Energy Strategy aims to complement the South Yorkshire Transport
Strategy69 to deliver an innovative, cleaner public transport networks and kick-start further
ambitious projects for active travel. It will be a key priority of the SYMCA Executive Team to
ensure that the low carbon elements of the South Yorkshire Transport Strategy are aligned and
delivered jointly. Projects of this type will lower carbon emissions and have a significant positive
impact on both air quality and health. Equally, the future demands on the energy system will be
strategically managed.

Modal Shift & Active Travel
In April 2019, Dame Sarah Storey became the
South Yorkshire Active Travel Commissioner
with the brief to champion active travel and
enable more people within South Yorkshire to
travel on foot, by bike, or by public transport70.
The position of South Yorkshire Active Travel
Commissioner enhances the targets set in the
South Yorkshire Transport Strategy to increase
trips by: 18% on bus, 100% on rail, 47% on
tram, 21% walking and 350% cycling.

The Mayor and Active Travel Commissioner’s
pledges are71:
1. Being led by communities

Following this the Active Travel Interactive
Map72 was launched in October 2019 which
asked people what they thought of the current
walking and cycling infrastructure, and what
they would like to see in the future.
Recognising the parallels between energy,
transport and improvements to our air
quality, reduced dependency on the private
car is seen as a key part of the solution
thereby changing the way people travel,
and encouraging more active travel. Where
journeys cannot be made via Active Travel or
using public transport it needs to be ensured
that there is a coherent city-wide network of
refuelling infrastructure, helping to increase
the uptake of electric and other ultra-low
emission vehicles (ULEVs).

2. Enabling walking and cycling rather than
encouraging it
3. Requiring infrastructure to meet or exceed
requirements
4. Requiring infrastructure to be accessible
for all
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Electric Vehicles
In 2015, the UK Government set a target for
‘almost every’ car and van to be zero emission
by 2050. This was followed in 2016 by a plan
to ban the sale of diesel and petrol cars and
vans by 2040. To meet this target, an interim
target was set in the ‘Road to Zero Strategy’
stating that at least 50% of new car sales and
40% of new van sales will be zero emission
by 2030. In 2020, the ban on the sale of
diesel and petrol cars and vans was brought
forward to 2035.
Whilst nationally the sales of ULEV cars
are increasing at a rapid rate73 their overall
penetration into the private vehicle market
is low74. ULEV sales are expected to continue
to grow exponentially as market projections
suggest EV price equivalence with petrol
and diesel (ICEs) by the mid-2020s75. At the
time of writing, the Government has a grant
available to help boost the uptake of EVs but
the grant for ‘plug-in-hybrids’ was removed in
2018.
In line with the projections of EV uptake, the
EV charging infrastructure is expected to grow
in the UK. There are now almost 30,000
connectors to 17,000 chargepoints in more
than 10,600 locations76 an increase of 400%
in five years. However, only 5% (1,552) of
the UK’s EV connectors are in the Yorkshire
and Humber. These connectors service the
16,300 ULEV vehicles registered in Yorkshire
and Humber, including more than 3,800
registered in South Yorkshire77.
In November 2019, the UK Department for
Transport published a table showing the
number of public ‘charging devices’ per
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100,000 population. The table shows the
wide variation in charge point provision
and shows that South Yorkshire has 10
per 100,000, which is one of the lowest
allocations nationally78.
The National Infrastructure Commission
recommends that Government, Ofgem
and local authorities roll-out charging
infrastructure in line with EVs making up
100% of new vehicles by 2030. National Grid
projects that the increase in peak demand
from EVs is likely to be in the region of 5GW
nationally. Smart charging technologies,
vehicle to grid technology and incentives to
charge vehicles at off-peak times will reduce
the impact. If clusters of EV chargepoints
emerge without sufficient planning and
mitigation measures, then charging could
overload low voltage networks. Yet, Northern
Powergrid’s recently published tool79 shows
which of the low voltage substations will be
under strain in different EV uptake scenarios
allowing for an immediate overview of where
reinforcement will be required.
The University of Sheffield, alongside seven
other northern universities, is part of the
DecarboN8 network which focusses on
surface transport emissions and are leading
the ‘Digitisation, Demand and Infrastructure’
theme. In 2017, road transport alone
contributed around 36% of South Yorkshire’s
total CO2 emissions. A battery electric vehicle
emits during a full functional life, half the
amount of CO2 compared to a conventional
reference vehicle.

Hydrogen Vehicles
Hydrogen vehicles are still relatively scarce in
the market but are increasing their penetration
in areas such as HGVs, buses, trains. A
hydrogen-based switch over for HGVs would
require approximately 800 refuelling stations
to be built across the UK before 205080.
Given the strategic road networks (M1, A1(M),
and M18) that pass through South Yorkshire,
and the iPort located in Doncaster, presents
an important economic opportunity in
developing the refuelling network. In addition
to this, analysis has been carried out by Arup,
on behalf of the MCA, to investigate the costs
and practicalities of introducing hydrogen
buses within the South Yorkshire public
transport system.
South Yorkshire is already at the forefront
of the quickly growing hydrogen economy.
Sheffield is home to ITM Power who
are creating the largest electrolyser
manufacturingfacility in the world which
– when opened in early-2020 – will be
capable of producing 1GW of electrolysers
per year81. ITM Power’s current operations
require them to employ around 180 members
of staff; this will increase with the demands
of the new facility and the recent award of a
£500,000 grant from the UK Government
to demonstrate the delivery of bulk, low-cost
and zero-carbon hydrogen82.

Doncaster also has an innovative electrolyser
manufacturer, CPH2, which has plans for
significant growth. The electrolysers produced
by these local companies are essential for the
move towards hydrogen vehicles as they are
an integral part of the refuelling infrastructure.
Rotherham has the northern-most hydrogen
refuelling station in England in operation
connected to the UK’s largest Hydrogen MiniGrid System83. The refuelling station creates
hydrogen gas from water using the power
from a 225kW wind turbine making the fuel
truly zero carbon ‘green hydrogen’84.
Further detail about South Yorkshire’s
emerging hydrogen economy85 and the
opportunities that exist can be found in the
report ‘Establishing a regional hydrogen
economy’ produced by Arup on behalf of
the South Yorkshire Hydrogen Network – a
collaboration of public and private sector
partners.
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Air Quality
South Yorkshire faces significant air quality issues
with 28 Air Quality Management Areas (AQMAs)
across South Yorkshire (Figure 16). Poor air quality
is linked to a variety of health concerns ranging
from short term illness to serious diseases and
premature death.
Public Health England has written extensively on
the impacts of poor air quality and its effect on life
expectancy86 and in South Yorkshire an average
of 5.5% of all adult deaths can be attributed to
PM2.587 air pollution (Barnsley 5.4%, Doncaster
5.6%, Rotherham 5.7%, Sheffield 5.5%)88.

The number of diseases attributed to PM2.5
air pollution between 2017 and 2035 in South
Yorkshire is more than 31,000 at a cost of over
£220m89. Individuals who are particularly sensitive
and exposed to the most elevated levels of
pollution have an estimated reduction in life
expectancy of as much as nine years. The impact
on health and life expectancy is more significant
for some social groups than others; including the
most deprived in South Yorkshire.

Across Sheffield alone there are 51 locations
where the European Union’s annual average
limit value for NO2 (40µg/m3) has been
exceeded in one or more of the three-year
periods (2010-2012), and a 30% reduction in
NO2 emissions would be needed in order to
comply with the limit value.
Analysis indicates that road transport is
the single most significant contributor to
Sheffield’s NO2 emissions at these locations
therefore reducing exhaust pipe pollutants
has an important part to play; including the
use of Clean Air Zones (CAZs). The significant
air quality issues across South Yorkshire also
emphasises the importance of delivering
transport networks that encourage shifts to
low carbon transport. A move to ultra-low
emission vehicles (ULEVs) such as those
powered by hydrogen or full-electric would
significantly reduce emissions in South
Yorkshire.

Sheffield City Council (SCC) and Rotherham
Metropolitan Borough Council (RMBC) are
undertaking a CAZ Feasibility Study, to
ensure compliance with legal thresholds in
the shortest possible time. To address the
challenges in Sheffield, a Charging CAZ90
has been proposed which would target the
most polluting vehicles that do not meet
required emissions standards. At the time of
writing, the consultation has closed on SCC’s
proposals that would require improvements
to buses, coaches, taxis, HGVs and LGVs from
2021.
This is an important challenge for SYMCA and,
together with the South Yorkshire Passenger
Transport Executive, is in a strong position to
deliver the pace of change required through
the devolved power given by Government
and the aims of the South Yorkshire Transport
Strategy. Mitigating the impact of the
motorway network on air quality represents a
significant challenge for South Yorkshire and
success will be dependent on collaboration
with Highways England and national
Government.

Figure 16 — Air Quality Management Areas (AQMAs) in South Yorkshire
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Evidence Industry &
Commercial

South Yorkshire is synonymous with industry; decarbonising this sector while maintaining its
competitiveness will be an enormous challenge91. However, the challenge also offers an opportunity
to both find cost savings and new markets in which to sell. It is essential that any changes introduced
avoids the short-term switching of production to other areas of the UK, which in turn will put pressure
on the low wage economy.

The manufacture of fabricated metal products is
the largest contributor to turnover of businesses
with locations in South Yorkshire. This is aligned
with the South Yorkshire’s industrial heritage, with
products from this sector feeding into aerospace,
automotive, defence and energy sectors – all
growth areas under Industry 4.0.
Industry 4.0 is characterised by exponential
changes to the way we live, work and
communicate due to the adoption of cyber
physical systems and the Internet of Things, and
will lead to much greater digitisation across all
industries and aspects of society.

Fossil gas is used for many of the steel
manufacturing processes including reheating and drying. Hydrogen could be used
to decarbonise these processes, but it is
likely that a redesign of equipment will need
to take place as the combustion of hydrogen
produces water vapour (which is detrimental
to the drying process) and will need to be
removed. The UK Government’s proposed
Clean Steel Fund92 and Low Carbon
Hydrogen Production Fund could provide
a step-change in this industry, and South
Yorkshire is well-placed to capitalise.

The steel industry is one of the most polluting
in the UK, contributing around 12 MtCO2 to UK
emissions in 2017. The sector employs around
32,000 people including 9,000 in Yorkshire and
Humber. Three of the five electric arc furnaces,
which melt scrap steel instead of requiring raw
materials, in the UK are in South Yorkshire. Since
they’re electrically powered, decarbonising these
is integrated with the decarbonisation of the
electrical network as a whole. Yet, by investing in
on-site renewable generation and battery storage,
costs can be reduced when generating power but
also by purchasing electricity when the price is
low and selling electricity to the network when
generation is lower than demand. This would also
improve resilience against power outages.
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Opportunities also exist in other energy intensive
industries to use hydrogen, including glass
manufacture where high temperatures are used
to melt the raw materials, and a hydrogen-rich
atmosphere is used in the manufacture of float
glass. These high energy users typically produce
a significant amount of waste heat which can
be ‘dumped’ into a heat network to provide an
additional income stream.

One of the UK Government’s Industrial Strategy
Missions is to ‘establish the world’s first net-zero
carbon industrial cluster by 2040 and at least 1
low-carbon cluster by 2030’. Humber is making
strides to achieve this goal with the Zero Carbon
Humber project94. As a neighbouring region,
South Yorkshire is well placed to support this
transformative project.

There are many opportunities for non-industry
to gain from the transition to a net-zero carbon
economy. The Clean Growth Strategy (CGS) set
out a stretching ambition to support businesses to
improve their energy efficiency by at least 20%
by 2030 leading to a potential 30% reduction in
SME energy bills93. Despite this, there remains a
large proportion of SMEs who are unaware of how
to reduce their energy usage and the extent of
savings they could make through implementing
resource efficiency measures. Support is therefore
required to help businesses reduce the costs
involved in initial connection to the energy grid
and invest in energy efficiency measures and low
carbon heat and power, which could significantly
reduce fuel bills for businesses within South
Yorkshire, protecting them against rising energy
prices.
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Research, Development
& Innovation

South Yorkshire has a significant offering with regards to world-leading research, development and
innovation. Some of the areas with direct impact on the energy sector have been highlighted in this
Section.

University of Sheffield95
The University of Sheffield is a world-class
university ranked 12th overall in the UK, and
part of the prestigious Russell Group of leading
research-led institutions. The University is home
to the Energy Institute, one of the largest energy
research institutes in Europe with over 120
academics and 250 PhD students working across
the spectrum of energy technologies to support
the UK on its journey to net-zero.
It is also home to The University of Sheffield’s
Advanced Manufacturing Research Centre
(AMRC), based in Rotherham. The AMRC has
specialist expertise in machining, casting, welding,
additive manufacturing, composites, designing
for manufacturing, testing and training. It has a
global reputation for helping companies overcome
manufacturing problems and has become a
known model for collaborative research involving
universities, academics and industry. In 2007, it
was the winner of the 2007 Queen’s Anniversary
Prize for Higher and Further Education96. Based
alongside the AMRC, the Nuclear Advanced
Manufacturing Research Centre is dedicated to
helping UK manufacturers win work across the
nuclear sector. Both The University of Sheffield’s
AMRC and the Nuclear AMRC are part of the High
Value Manufacturing Catapult, a national alliance
of seven leading manufacturing research centres.
Established by Innovate UK, the Catapult provides
access to world-class research and development
facilities and expertise that would otherwise be out
of reach for many businesses in the UK. In 2018/19
the Catapult supported 4,650 innovative projects
(including almost 2,500 with SMEs) which totalled
over £0.5bn.
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The following facilities and research centres fall
under the University of Sheffield Energy Institute:
The Advanced Resource Efficiency Centre
(AREC)97
AREC is a facility to promote collaboration
between industry and academia to meet the
challenge of resource efficiency and sustainability
across supply chains by proposing new ways
of reducing risk for partners in overcoming the
challenges of resource availability. AREC has the
infrastructure in place to work in partnership with
industry to address world challenges in supply
chain resource sustainability, focussing on four
key areas: advanced materials and manufacturing,
energy and nuclear; water; and agritech and food.
UK Carbon Capture and Storage Research Centre
(UKCCSRC)98
UKCCSRC brings together a network of more than
1,400 world-class academics, industrial experts,
regulators, Government and others in the sector
to provide a national focal point for the research
and development of carbon capture and storage.
The University of Sheffield is the host institution
of UKCCSRC.
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Translational Energy Research Centre (TERC)100
The Translational Energy Research Centre is
a state-of-the-art testing facility for energy
technologies which will be instrumental in the
UK’s transition to a low carbon economy and
will help businesses stay at the forefront of this
rapidly growing market and ensures that research
and development leadership in clean energy is
retained locally. The Translational Energy Research
Centre will dramatically broaden the scope of the
pilot-scale testing facilities currently available in
the UK and include equipment for conventional
energy, carbon capture, utilisation and storage,
biomass, hydrogen, renewable energy, energy
storage and smart grids.
Centre for Research into Electrical Energy
Storage and Applications (CREESA)101
CREESA is one of the UK’s leading research
centres on all aspects of electrical energy storage
and home of the ‘Centre for Doctoral Training in
Energy Storage and its Applications’. It includes
the unique Battery Energy Storage Demonstrator
– a 2MW grid connected research facility utilising a
lithium titanate battery at a substation in the West
Midlands. More recently the facility has been set
up as a test bed for Industry 4.0, in collaboration
with industrial partners, for battery digitisation
research with reference to the Internet of Things
and cloud computing.
Nuclear Advanced Manufacturing Research
Centre (Nuclear AMRC)102
Based in Rotherham, the Nuclear AMRC is part of
the High Value Manufacturing Catapult and is a
collaboration of academic and industrial partners
from across the nuclear supply chain, with the
mission of helping UK manufacturers win work.
The Nuclear AMRC has developed its position at
the heart of the UK’s civil nuclear manufacturing
industry and is leading on the research and
development of small modular reactors (SMRs)
and the Fit4Nuclear103 (F4N) benchmark. The
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F4N programme helps companies measure their
current operations against the standards required
to supply the UK’s new generation of nuclear
power stations and take the necessary steps to
enter this £40bn market.
Sheffield Siemens GAMSEA Renewable Energy
(S2GRE)104
Siemens established its UK wind turbine
generator R&D competence centre at the
University of Sheffield in 2009. The research
centre specialises in providing the overall
technology, architecture and design of onshore
and offshore wind turbine generators for the
global market. The collaboration translates into
real world solutions with benefits to both the wind
industry and the environment. The University
of Sheffield are also the lead for the EPSRC
Prosperity Partnership: A New Partnership in
Offshore Wind105.
Other University of Sheffield facilities and
research institutes:
Urban Flows Observatory106
The Urban Flows Observatory seeks to
understand how the physical (energy and material
resources) metabolism of cities can be effectively
measured, understood and utilised. To do this,
mobile and fixed sensors will be deployed around
Sheffield to improve our understanding of the
city. The aim is to provide the methodologies
and tools to manage and analyse urban data
streams. From this, a robust evidence base will be
developed to facilitate local and national decision
making, supporting the creation of zero carbon,
healthy, happy cities.

Sheffield Hallam University107
Sheffield Hallam University (SHU) is one of
the largest universities in the UK by student
population, with more than 30,000 enrolled108.
SHU has thirty research centres spanning a wide
range of topics including Health and Social Care,
Sport and Exercise Science, and Food Engineering.
The Olympic Legacy Park (OLP)109 in Sheffield
will provide a world-class centre for research
and innovation in health and well-being. The
Advanced Well-Being Research Centre will be
based at the OLP and will be the most advanced
physical activity research and development centre
in the world. Other research centres at SHU
include CRESR and MERI.
Centre for Regional Economic and Social
Research (CRESR)110
CRESR focusses on the impact of social and
economic disadvantage and the assessment
of policies which aim to address these issues.
Sustainability is one of the workstreams of
CRESR which is broken down into: housing, place,
responses to climate change, and valuation of
environmental benefits. Previous work from
this research group includes studies into fuel
poverty, community energy, heat networks, and
the economic benefits of improvements to the
natural environment. CRESR has also worked on
the ‘State of the Coalfields’111 report showing the
contrast between these communities and other
economic areas in the UK.

Materials and Engineering Research Institute
(MERI)112
MERI is an interdisciplinary research institute
dedicated to addressing industrial challenges.
MERI encompasses groups including: the Centre
for Automation and Robotics Research which
has research areas such as artificial perception
and integrated manufacturing; the Thin Films
Research Centre which has a research group
focussing on solar energy conversion; and
Hallam Energy which has expertise, and provides
consultancy in, areas including industrial heat
recovery working with international companies
such as Nestlé to improve the efficiency of their
operations.
UK Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA)113
In autumn 2020 the UK Atomic Energy Authority
(UKAEA) will open a 2,500m2 nuclear fusion
research facility at the Advanced Manufacturing
Innovation District (AMID) in Rotherham. The
facility will bring 40 highly skilled jobs to South
Yorkshire following funding from BEIS and the
MCA’s Local Growth Fund.
UKAEA’s aim is to produce a conceptual design
for a ‘Spherical Tokamak for Energy Production’
(STEP) reactor by 2024 and ultimately
commercialise nuclear fusion as a plentiful source
of low carbon electricity114. The facility will require
specialist metals and materials, providing further
opportunities for companies in South Yorkshire
and boosting the region’s economy.
Working with the University of Sheffield,
the AMRC and NAMRC, UKAEA will develop
sustainable manufacturing techniques for fusion
power plants, and help UK manufacturers win
work in this growing low carbon global market.
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KEY CHALLENGES
1. Far fewer people are employed in the low carbon sector in South Yorkshire than other parts of the
North of England.
2. Forecasts suggest South Yorkshire will capture only a minimal amount of potential economic growth
and new jobs in the low carbon and renewable energy sector.
3. Current infrastructure is under-utilised and deployment of technologies to improve resilience is slow.
4. Reducing the energy demand of South Yorkshire’s industry will require significant investment from
central government.
5. South Yorkshire generates less than 20% of the electricity that it consumes.
6. Two-thirds of dwellings in South Yorkshire have an Energy Performance Certificate rating below
band C with over one-quarter being in the lowest bands (E, F or G).
7. There are more than 1,200 excess winter deaths each year in South Yorkshire and 10.6% of
households are in fuel poverty.
8. South Yorkshire has significantly fewer community energy schemes compared to other regions.
9. Poor air quality blights parts of South Yorkshire with 28 designated Air Quality Management Areas
(AQMAs).
10. Road transport is the single largest contributor to CO2 emissions in South Yorkshire.
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Introduction

Objectives of the
Energy Strategy
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Beyond the adoption of this South Yorkshire
Energy Strategy a range of projects will be
developed, started, or accelerated depending
upon their current position within the
pipeline. Complementary projects will form
programmes of work which will ultimately
seek to meet the overall goals and targets
of this Strategy. Some of these projects/
programmes will be led by SYMCA; some
the MCA will contribute to; and others which
SYMCA will seek to influence. Delivery will
therefore rely on a whole host of public and
private organisations and individuals.

This section of the Strategy gives more
information about the policies that we
believe – based on analysis of the evidence
provided earlier in this document and refined
based on stakeholder input – will address the
goals and key challenges. The key strategic
interventions that are currently known to the
MCA, and how they will be brought forward
within the national and sub-national context,
will also be detailed below.

The Goals to be met by the Policies are:

1.

Drive clean growth and decarbonisation in our local businesses and
industry whilst maintaining their competitiveness.

2.

Promote investment and innovation in low carbon energy generation,
distribution and storage technologies.

3.

Improve the energy efficiency and sustainability of our built
environment, and encourage communities to be part of the transition.

4.

Accelerate the transition to ultra-low emission vehicles (ULEVs) and
transport systems through modal shift and supporting infrastructure.
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Local Interventions
Our local interventions need to build on those
being developed nationally. Globally, there is an
increasing focus on energy being generated locally
in a decentralised way rather than being reliant on
large-scale electricity generation. This provides a
number of opportunities within South Yorkshire
for the development of schemes which generate
renewable electricity.
For heat, the national focus is in three areas:
electrification, hydrogen, and heat networks.
Since South Yorkshire has a history of developing
and running an efficient heat network this is an
obvious area for expansion. However, it would
be foolish to place all eggs in one basket. Fourth
and fifth generation heat networks make use
of low temperatures which then allows for the
incorporation of electrically driven heat pumps,
either at the source and/or user-end.
South Yorkshire also has a head-start with
world-leading expertise in hydrogen generation
via electrolysis. Hydrogen provides two key
contributions: generating hydrogen for both heat
and transport fuel, and it can be used as a storage
medium to help balance the national electricity
network by generating hydrogen when there is a
surplus of renewable electricity being generated
rather than paying generators to not produce
electricity.
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There will likely be a spatial element to any local
interventions owing to the natural resources and
current assets that already exist within South
Yorkshire. For example, the wind resource is far
more plentiful in some areas than others making
the case for onshore wind – which is already the
cheapest form of electricity generation available
in the UK115 – much more viable and costeffective.
The MCA take a principled approach to any direct
investment and would aim to prioritise those
opportunities where it is possible to recover the
investment to re-invest in further decarbonisation
schemes or energy related infrastructure.
The remainder of this section provides an
indication of some of the local interventions
that could be implemented by SYMCA or public
or private partners. Each of the interventions
are guided by our policies and support the
commitments set out in the Strategic Economic
Plan and those made in the Mayoral manifesto.

A – ENCOURAGE CLEAN AND EFFICIENT
GROWTH IN OUR LOCAL BUSINESSES AND
INCREASE THE NUMBER OF JOBS IN THE
LOW CARBON ENERGY SECTOR.
To achieve this, we will:

B – INVEST IN THE TRAINING AND
UPSKILLING OF THOSE WHO WILL
BE DESIGNING, INSTALLING AND
MAINTAINING OUR FUTURE ENERGY
SYSTEMS.

•

Provide support to businesses to help
them: reduce the costs involved in initial
connection to the gas and electricity
network, and invest in energy efficiency
measures and low carbon heat and power.

To achieve this, we will:
•

Assist businesses and young people
to develop the skills they need to take
advantage of opportunities in the energy
sector.

•

Support SMEs to become aware of, and
apply for, low carbon innovation funding
provided from the UK Government and
elsewhere.

•

•

Establish South Yorkshire as an innovation
incubator where energy innovations can
be taken from concept, to prototype, to
trial, through to full-scale production.

•

Aim to create regular networking and CPD
opportunities for energy professionals
within our SMEs to allow skills and
knowledge transfer, and further learning.

Encourage those working in sectors with
similar skill sets to re-train and/or gain
additional qualifications such that they
can also operate in the low carbon sector.
This could be achieved by working with
national organisations like CIBSE, and
subject specialist organisations to tailor
qualifications to the skills required in South
Yorkshire.

•

Work with the Department for
Education and technical to develop an
apprenticeship scheme for those who are
looking to work within specific areas of the
low carbon energy sector where we expect
high growth e.g. hydrogen, heat networks,
heat pumps, and electrical engineering.
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C – PROMOTE INDUSTRIAL
DECARBONISATION AND CLUSTER SCHEMES
TO DELIVER ENERGY AND COST SAVINGS, AND
DRIVE INNOVATION IN KEY GROWTH AREAS.

D – UTILISE AND/OR REPURPOSE OUR
CURRENT INFRASTRUCTURE AND NATURAL
RESOURCES TO DECARBONISE THE ENERGY
SUPPLY.

E – IMPROVE OUR ENERGY RESILIENCE
THROUGH THE ADDITION OF LOCAL LOW
CARBON GENERATION AND STORAGE, AND
THE INCREASED USE OF SMART GRIDS.

To achieve this, we will:

To achieve this, we will:

To achieve this, we will:

•

Support industry to take advantage of central
government funds including the Industrial
Energy Transformation Fund and the Clean
Steel Fund.

•

Partner with the Coal Authority to understand
the sub-surface conditions of former mining
areas and prioritise those that have the best
potential for minewater energy schemes.

•

•

Work with colleagues in the Humber region
to assist with their development of the ‘Zero
Carbon Humber’ net-zero industrial cluster
and linking businesses in South Yorkshire to
the arising opportunities.

•

Work with Local Energy Hubs to establish the
regulatory requirements to bring minewater
energy schemes to fruition.

•

Plan the heat network required to distribute
the low cost, low carbon minewater energy to
those buildings in close proximity.

•

Work with residents and business owners to
build an understanding of the pros/cons of a
minewater energy scheme.

•

Bring forward other opportunities that have
an energy resilience, decarbonisation, and
economic benefit.

•

•

•

Work with organisations to implement cluster
schemes within hubs of local economic
activity which deliver collective energy and
financial savings, and drive innovation in key
growth areas.
Seek opportunities where partnerships
can be created between developers of
energy efficient technologies and industrial
companies willing to test innovative
technologies on-site.
Build linkages and efficiencies in the supply
chain feeding the low carbon sector.
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•

•

•

Investigate energy storage opportunities
within South Yorkshire, including for energy
intensive industries, to increase efficiency
and help to balance the load on the local
electricity/gas distribution network.
Consider ‘meanwhile uses’ of public land and
buildings to generate further power from
renewable sources for South Yorkshire.
Seek to develop and deploy a zero-carbon
smart microgrid within South Yorkshire;
this could include working with Northern
Powergrid as part of their Smart Grid Enablers
project.
Consider further opportunities for onshore
wind as part of South Yorkshire’s renewable
energy mix; subject to local planning,
environmental constraints, and community
engagement.

•

Develop a number of technical and financial
mechanisms to significantly increase the
deployment of low carbon generation.

•

Locate areas in which hydrogen electrolysers
could be deployed to offer storage and
grid balancing, particularly where there are
additional benefits (e.g. refilling station,
injection into the gas network, industrial use,
etc.).

F – DRIVE INVESTMENT IN HEAT
DECARBONISATION INCLUDING HEAT
NETWORKS, THE ELECTRIFICATION OF HEAT
AND HYDROGEN FOR HEAT.
To achieve this, we will:
•

Support the expansion of existing, and
development of new, heat networks
throughout South Yorkshire particularly low
temperature (fourth and fifth generation) heat
networks.

•

Work with organisations and industries who
expel waste heat to connect into a heat
network and a mechanism for payment for the
waste heat.

•

Consider improvements to heat networks
including increased monitoring, thermal
storage, and the physical connection of heat
networks into a heat grid.

•

Work with gas network operators to
understand the potential for mixing hydrogen
into the fossil gas supply, and whether this
could be a phased roll-out across South
Yorkshire.

•

Plan the roll-out of heat pumps – particularly
in areas not connected to the gas network.
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G – SUPPORT AND INVEST IN WIDESPREAD
ENERGY EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS TO
EXISTING DWELLINGS ACROSS SOUTH
YORKSHIRE.
To achieve this, we will:
•

•

Identify ‘priority’ dwellings/households i.e.
those with biggest need for improvement (e.g.
solid walls, fuel poor, elderly, deprived areas,
etc.).
Use devolution funds to create a ‘Mayor’s
Community Energy Fund’ to help priority
households with capital costs of installing low
carbon heating/cooling and energy efficiency
measures using circular economy principles.

I – ENABLE COMMUNITIES TO DEVELOP
LOCAL ENERGY SCHEMES AND PROVIDE
OPPORTUNITIES FOR RESIDENTS OF
SOUTH YORKSHIRE TO INVEST IN ENERGY
INFRASTRUCTURE.
To achieve this, we will:
•

•

Work with partners to develop innovative ways
to quickly assess the required improvements
to dwellings and their rapid deployment.

•

•

Develop financial mechanisms to hasten the
deployment of energy efficiency measures
and microgeneration of renewable energy in
existing dwellings.

•

H – ENSURE THAT NEW HOUSING WITHIN
SOUTH YORKSHIRE IS OF A HIGH QUALITY IN
TERMS OF ENERGY USE AND EFFICIENCY.

Encourage and support community energy
schemes in which residents can invest and
benefit with low risk. Schemes could include
(but are not limited to) solar farms, onshore
wind farms, hydro power, low carbon heat, or
electric vehicle infrastructure.
Work closely with Community Energy England
to identify opportunities for community
energy schemes within South Yorkshire.
Ensuring that the profits from community
energy schemes are reinvested locally to
broaden the impact of chosen interventions
and create a circular economy/investment
fund.

J – ENABLE A MODAL SHIFT AWAY
FROM INDIVIDUAL CAR USE TO PUBLIC
TRANSPORT, CYCLING AND WALKING.
To achieve this, we will:
•

Work towards delivering the pledges
laid out by the Mayor and Active Travel
Commissioner, and the shared priorities
set out in the South Yorkshire Transport
Strategy.

To achieve this, we will:
•

Invest in expanding the network of EV
charging points and hydrogen refuelling
stations across South Yorkshire in a
strategic way to ensure full coverage.

•

Provide sustained investment in
highquality cycling and walking
infrastructure.

•

•

Develop a plan for, and roll-out, Low
Traffic Neighbourhoods across South
Yorkshire.

Encourage private vehicles using our roads
to be ULEVs, and to be used primarily for
trips that cannot be made by alternatives,
such as public transport, walking and
cycling.

•

Work with partners to introduce and
enforce clean air zones; supporting them
in delivering cuts in emissions through
encouraging sustainable modes of
transport and reducing the need to travel.

•

Encourage freight to shift from road to
rail or canal boat; and where this is not
possible, encourage those road vehicles
to be electric, hydrogen, or using a first/
last mile service to reduce the number of
delivery vehicles in urban centres.

•

Work with Highways England to create the
UK’s first zero carbon service station on
the strategic road network.

K – DELIVER A LOW CARBON TRANSPORT
NETWORK INCLUDING A ZERO CARBON
PUBLIC TRANSPORT NETWORK.
To achieve this, we will:
•

To achieve this, we will:
•

•

•

Work with developers and Local Planning
Authorities to strongly encourage the adoption
of higher energy efficiency standards, beyond
those of Part L of the UK Building Regulations,
towards the levels required for the Passivhaus
standard.
Focusing the South Yorkshire Housing Fund to
supporting housing developments with high
energy efficiency standards and/or low carbon
heating systems.

L – ACCELERATE THE DEPLOYMENT
OF ULTRA-LOW EMISSION VEHICLES,
AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES AND RELATED
INFRASTRUCTURE.

Deliver a zero-carbon public transport
network, which requires upgrading the
bus and taxi fleets, and other public
vehicles, and supporting decarbonisation
programmes for our railways.

•

Consider the expansion of the ECO Stars
Fleet Recognition Scheme to encourage
HGV, bus, coach and taxi operators
to improve efficiency, reduce fuel
consumption and cut their emissions.

•

Support pan-Northern schemes to
electrify railways and extend EV charging
infrastructure along pan-Northern routes.

Seek to create an off-site, modular
construction supply chain within the South
Yorkshire which focusses on creating quality,
low-carbon housing at scale.
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Delivery of
the Strategy

Introduction
Implementing this Energy Strategy will require
joint working between the South Yorkshire
Mayoral Combined Authority (SYMCA), Local
Enterprise Partnership (LEP), local authorities,
central Government, private organisations,
charitable/community bodies, and individual
residents of South Yorkshire. Some of the
schemes that are implemented following
publication of this strategy will be brought forward
directly from private organisations who are
looking to optimise their working procedures and
become more efficient.

Yet, there will be schemes that will need some
funding or directional support by the public sector
including the South Yorkshire LEP and MCA
where relevant – subject to agreement and the
appropriate due diligence.
This Energy Strategy forms part of the Mayor’s
Climate Emergency Response Framework. The
Framework is depicted below as a radial Venn
diagram:

Energy
Development

Mobilisation

Climate Emergency
Response Framework
Transport

Business

Climate
Adaption
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Natural
Capital
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Developing Future Work Programmes
To ensure that the goals, policies and targets of
this ambitious Energy Strategy are achieved, an
Evaluation Framework has been created by the
Carbon Trust to ensure that ongoing and future
projects around South Yorkshire are aligned with
SYMCA strategic priorities. Any project requiring
the input of the MCA will be initially assessed
using this Evaluation Framework (Figure 17) to
inform consideration onto any MCA project
pipeline through the appropriate MCA governance
arrangements and due diligence processes.

We will therefore use this Evaluation Framework
as a ‘first filter’ to developing a project pipeline/
programme within South Yorkshire, in liaison with
partners, scheme sponsors and stakeholders.
By its very nature, the scheme pipeline will be
a fluid and will adapt as the low carbon energy
market grows and shifts, and as technological
changes take place. It will allow new projects and
innovations to be considered in the context of our
low carbon principles.

Strategic Fit

The extent to which the project aligns to stategic priorities
identified within the South Yorkshire ESDP, SEP
and emerging Local Industry Strategy.

Deliverability

The ability to demonstrate that the project is deliverable,
including the complexity, risks, planning permissions and
constents and adequacy of funding package.

Economic
Outcomes

Environmental
Benefits

Value for Money

Climate Targets
In 2019, the MCA commissioned Ricardo Energy & Environment to undertake analysis which would
result in a science-based carbon budget being developed for South Yorkshire and the specific actions
that would be required to stay within that budget. There were three phases to the commission: a topdown analysis, a bottom-up analysis, and an economic analysis.
The top-down analysis gives an understanding of what South Yorkshire’s ‘fair share’ of the 2015 Paris
Agreement target but not the achievability of that target. The bottom-up analysis has assessed
deliverability to give confidence that the target, whilst stretching and ambitious and reflecting the nature
of the climate emergency, is also achievable. The economic analysis has then assessed the impact on
jobs, GVA and productivity of the possible pathways to decarbonisation.

South Yorkshire’s Carbon Budget
The analysis by Ricardo Energy & Environment
concludes that the overarching carbon budget
for South Yorkshire between 2020 and 2100 is
44.7 MtCO2. At 2017-rates, this would be emitted
in under seven years. To make progress towards
remaining within that budget, annual emmissions
reductions of 13.2% is required across the whole
of South Yorkshire.

In line with the UK-level targets, only Scope 1 and
Scope 2 emissions are included within this budget.
These include agriculture, fuel combustion for
heating, waste, industrial processes, transport and
generated electricity. However, Scope 3 emissions
are excluded meaning emissions from aviation
and shipping do not form part of this budget.

The economic impact, including the value and number of jobs created,
the ability to drive economic growth and raise productivity, and the
delivery of skills outcomes.

Key
Historical
Recommended

The ability of the project to deliver environmental benefits, including
in GHG emissions reduction, climate change mitigation
air quality improvement.

The ability of the project to provide a competitive levelised
cost of energy (LCOE), payback period and cost per tonne
of carbon mitigated.

Figure 17 – Evaluation Framework for potential energy schemes
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Figure 19 shows that South Yorkshire should reach zero or near zero carbon no later than 2042 (5% of carbon
budget remains).
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Policy Targets
The policy targets set out in this section are
indicative of the level of effort required to get
South Yorkshire to net-zero carbon by 2040.
At this stage the targets have not been assessed
for deliverability (e.g. is enough land available to
create the number of solar/wind farms required)
but give an understanding about the level of effort
required in each area and the likely investment
required from central government and across the
economy.

The targets are provided using the SCATTER
tool produced by Anthesis (UK). SCATTER gives
differing levels of ‘ambition’ for a range of levers
covering the transport sector, domestic sector,
commercial and industrial sector, and waste.
If these levers are set to maximum ambition
across the board then this will deliver net-zero
in South Yorkshire just after 2040. In addition to
SCATTER, the Committee on Climate Change
analysis for the ‘Net Zero report’116 was used and
scaled down to the South Yorkshire level. Further
to this, Ricardo used professional expertise and
judgement to ensure that the scenarios were
grounded e.g. if the target was too challenging or
more could be achieved the target was adjusted
accordingly.

Area

Target117

Solar PV

3.5GW of capacity added

Solar thermal

70% of homes

Onshore wind

1.55GW of capacity added

Draught-proofing

512,000 homes

Triple glazing

481,000 homes

Floor insulation

512,000 homes

Cavity wall insulation

65,000 homes

Solid wall insulation

119,000 homes

Electric cooking

305,000 homes & 100% commercial cooking

Heat pumps

570,000 homes & 80-90% of commercial buildings

Other renewable heating inc. hydrogen/biogas

101,000 homes & 10-20% of commercial buildings

Lighting and appliances

90% of commercial lights LEDs

Road modal shift

25% reduction in car miles

Road transport demand

30% reduction in road freight miles

EV or hydrogen fuel cell vehicles

100% by 2035

In this document, only the scenario that
would allow South Yorkshire to reach net-zero
carbon by 2040 is given.
In addition to these, there are some wider
targets including:
•

1,500 jobs created in the low carbon and
renewable energy sector by 2040.

•

Provide 2,000 people with training for the
low carbon and renewable energy sector.

•

Establish five low carbon clusters in South
Yorkshire by 2040.

•

At least five minewater energy schemes
operational by 2040.

•

No fossil fuel heating in new homes from
2025.

•

All new homes to be built close to
Passivhaus standard from 2030.

•

Double the number of community energy
organisations in South Yorkshire by 2040.

•

100kW per year of community energy

•

by 2030.

Estimated Investment, GVA Growth and Jobs
The estimated total investment required
between 2020 and 2040 to meet the targets
above is £28.8bn – an average of £1.7bn
per year. This estimation has not taken into
account any of the savings that would be
accrued over the period including those that
could be reinvested, nor that some of this
would be spent regardless (i.e. not all of the
investment is additional).
Taking into account the direct and indirect
effects of a £1.7bn per year investment in
South Yorkshire, this could result in a £2.8bn
increase in GVA and provide over 25,000 jobs
across the national economy.

Table 4 – Indicative targets to achieve net-zero carbon in South Yorkshire by 2040
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1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15

16

17
18

19

20

21

22

23
24
25

26

27

SYMCA – Economic Evidence Base (2019) (https://moderngov.southyorkshire-ca.gov.uk/documents/s1423/Appendix%201.pdf; Accessed:
13/01/2020)
BEIS – Clean Growth Strategy (2017) (https://assets.publishing.service.gov.
uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/700496/
clean-growth-strategy-correction-april-2018.pdf; Accessed: 05/12/2019)
ONS – Low carbon and renewable energy economy final estimates
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fuel-poverty-statistics (Accessed: 02/12/2019).
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66 BEIS – Fuel Poverty Statistics (2019) (https://www.gov.uk/government/
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(2018) (https://www.ons.gov.uk/file?uri=%2feconomy%2fregionalaccounts%2fgrossdisposablehouseholdincome%2fdatasets%2fregionalgrossdisposable
householdincomegdhibylocalauthorityintheuk%2f1997to2016/vcregionalgdhibylareordered.xlsx; Accessed: 04/12/2019) file?uri=%2fpeoplepopulationandcommunity%2fpopulationandmigration%2fpopulationprojections%2fdatasets%2fhouseholdprojectionsforengland%2f2016based/
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70 SYMCA – ‘Dame Sarah Storey Named as Mayor Dan Jarvis’ Active Travel
Commissioner’ (01 Apr 2019) (https://sheffieldcityregion.org.uk/dame-sarah-storey-active-travel-commissioner/; Accessed: 18/12/2019)
71 SYMCA – ‘Dame Sarah Storey Announces Active Travel Pledges for the
Sheffield City Region’ (17 Jun 2019) (https://southyorkshire-ca.gov
.uk/dame-sarah-storey-announces-active-travel-pledges-for-the-shef
field-cityregion/;Accessed: 18/12/2019)
72 SYMCA – SY Active Travel Interactive Map (https://cyclewalkscrmap.
sheffieldcityregion.org.uk/; Accessed: 18/12/2019)
73 20% increase from 2017 to 2018 (DfT – Vehicle Licensing Statistics:
Annual 2018, https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/
uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/800502/vehicle-licensing-statistics-2018.pdf; Accessed 02/10/2019)
74 2.2% of new registrations in 2018 (DfT – Vehicle Licensing Statistics:
Annual 2018, https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/
uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/800502/vehicle-licensing-statistics-2018.pdf; Accessed 02/10/2019)
75 Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy Committee – Electric Vehicles:
Driving the Transition (2018) (https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/
cm201719/cmselect/cmbeis/383/383.pdf; Accessed 02/10/2019)
76 ZapMap Statistics (2019) (https://www.zap-map.com/statistics/; Accessed:
14/01/2020)
77 DfT – Licensed ultra-low emission vehicles by local authority (2019)
(https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/853463/veh0132.ods; Accessed:
14/01/2020)
78 DfT – Electric vehicle charging devices by local authority (2019) (http://
maps.dft.gov.uk/ev-charging-map/; Accessed 27/11/2019)
79 Northern Powergrid Future Energy Scenarios 2019 (https://odileeds.
github.io/northern-powergrid/; Accessed: 14/01/2020)
80 CCC – ‘Net Zero – The UK’s contribution to stopping global warming’
(2019) (https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/NetZero-The-UKs-contribution-to-stopping-global-warming.pdf; Accessed:
19/12/2019)
81 ITM Power – New Factory Update and Senior Production Appointment
(22 Jul 2019) (https://www.itm-power.com/news/new-factory-update-and-senior-production-appointment; Accessed: 19/12/2019)
82 ITM Power – ‘Gigastack Feasibility Study with Ørsted’ (29 Aug 2019)
(https://www.itm-power.com/item/58-project-to-demonstrate-deliveryof-bulk-low-cost-and-zero-carbon-hydrogen-through-gigawatt-scalepem-electrolysis-manufactured-in-the-uk; Accessed: 19/12/2019)
83 Note: This was developed as part of the International Energy Agency’s
Hydrogen Technology Collaboration Programme with funding from
Yorkshire Forward. The mini-grid has 200kg of hydrogen storage with
a 30kW fuel cell system capable of providing back up power to nearby
buildings.

84 Note: ‘Green’ hydrogen is created using electrolysis where the electricity
has been generated using renewable sources. ‘Blue’ hydrogen is created
through steam methane reformation where fossil gas is split into hydrogen
and carbon dioxide using steam; the CO2 is then captured using CCUS
technology. ‘Brown’ methane is identical to ‘blue’ hydrogen, but the CO2 is
not captured and is instead released to atmosphere.
85 Arup – Establishing a Regional Hydrogen Economy (https://www.arup.
com/perspectives/publications/research/section/establishing-a-regional-hydrogen-economy, Accessed: 21st March 2020)
86 Public Health England – Health Matters: Air Pollution (2018) (https://
www.gov.uk/government/publications/health-matters-air-pollution/
health-matters-air-pollution; Accessed: 14/01/2020)
87 PM2.5 is particulate matter of 2.5 millionths of a metre (2.5µm) in
diameter
88 Public Health England – Estimating Local Mortality Burdens Associated
with Particulate Air Pollution (2014) (https://assets.publishing.service.gov.
uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/332854/
PHE_CRCE_010.pdf; Accessed: 16/01/2020)
89 Calculated from Pimpin, L. et al. (2018) – Estimating the costs of air
pollution to the National Health Service and social care: An assessment
and forecast up to 2035 (https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pmed.1002602;
Accessed: 17/01/2020)
90 Sheffield City Council – Clean Air Zone Outline Business Case (2019)
(https://www.sheffield.gov.uk/content/dam/sheffield/docs/pollution-and-nuisance/air-pollution/clean-air-zone/Sheffield%20and%20
Rotherham%20CAZ%20-%20Outline%20Business%20Case.pdf;
Accessed 04/12/2019)
91 “Government must implement an approach to incentivise industries to
reduce their emissions through energy and resource efficiency, electrification, hydrogen
and CCS in ways that do not adversely affect their competitiveness. In the
short-term, this is likely to imply a role for Exchequer funding.” (CCC – ‘Net
Zero – The UK’s contribution to stopping global warming’ (2019) https://
www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Net-Zero-The-UKscontribution-to-stopping-global-warming.pdf; Accessed: 19/12/2019)
92 BEIS – Creating a Clean Steel Fund: Call for Evidence (https://www.gov.uk/
government/consultations/creating-a-clean-steel-fund-call-for-evidence;
Accessed: 19/12/2019)
93 BEIS – Energy Efficiency Scheme for Small & Medium Sized Businesses –
A Call for Evidence (2019) (https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/
government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/785541/
energy-efficiency-scheme-smes-cfe.pdf; Accessed 21/11/19).
94 Zero Carbon Humber (https://www.zerocarbonhumber.co.uk/; Accessed:
19/12/2019)
95 University of Sheffield (https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/)
96 Award was presented for ‘working with leading companies to improve
efficiency in aero engines’ (https://www.queensanniversaryprizes.org.
uk/winners/researching-and-embedding-new-manufacturing-techniques-in-aerospace-engineering/; Accessed 28/11/2019)
97 AREC (https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/arec)
98 UKCCSRC (https://ukccsrc.ac.uk/)
99 PACT (https://pact.group.shef.ac.uk/)
100 TERC (https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/news/nr/translational-energy-research-centre-sheffield-university-leading-experts-uk-work-with-collaborate-1.852523)
101 CREESA (https://www.creesa.co.uk/)
102 NAMRC (https://namrc.co.uk/)
103 Fit4Nuclear (https://namrc.co.uk/services/f4n/)
104 S2GRE (https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/eee/research/groups/electrical-machines-and-drives/siemens-gamesa)
105 New Partnership in Offshore Wind (NPOW) (https://npow.group.shef.
ac.uk/)
106 Urban Flows Observatory (https://urbanflows.ac.uk/)
107 Sheffield Hallam University (https://www.shu.ac.uk/)
108 Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA) – Where do HE students
study? (https://www.hesa.ac.uk/data-and-analysis/students/wherestudy; Accessed: 20/12/2019)
109 Sheffield Olympic Legacy Park (https://sheffieldolympiclegacypark.
co.uk/)
110 CRESR (https://www4.shu.ac.uk/research/cresr/)
111 CRESR – The State of the Coalfields 2019 (https://www4.shu.ac.uk/
research/cresr/sites/shu.ac.uk/files/state-of-the-coalfields
-2019.pdf; Accessed: 19/12/2019)
112 MERI (https://www.shu.ac.uk/research/specialisms/materials-and-engineering-research-institute)
113 UKAEA (https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/uk-atomic-energy-authority)
114 BEIS – UK to take a bis ‘STEP’ to fusion electricity (03 Oct 2019) (https://
www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-to-take-a-big-step-to-fusion-electricity; Accessed: 20/12/2019)
115 BEIS – Electricity generation cost report (Annexes 1-3) (2019) (https://
assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/803605/Generation_Costs_Report_2016_Annexes.
xlsx; Accessed 03/12/2019)
116 CCC – Net Zero: The UK’s Contribution to Stopping Global
Warming (https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/
Net-Zero-The-UKs-contribution-to-stopping-global-warming.pdf),
May 2019
117 Targets assume that the number of households
increase to 671,000 in 2040.
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